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Prompted by a found notebook of illicit booze recipes, here are more than 100 secret and
forgotten formulas for cordials, bitters, spirits, and cocktails, gorgeously illustrated and
explained.American Prohibition was far from watertight. If you knew the right people, or the right
place to be, you could get a drink—most likely a variation of the real thing, made by blending
smuggled, industrial alcohol or homemade moonshines with extracts, herbs, and oils to imitate
the aroma and taste of familiar spirits. Most of the illegal recipes were written out by hand and
secretly shared. The “lost recipes” in this book come from one such compilation, a journal
hidden within an antique book of poetry, with 300 entries on making liquors, cordials, absinthe,
bitters, and wine. Lost Recipes of Prohibition features more than 70 pages from this notebook,
with explanations and descriptions for real and faked spirits. Readers will also find historic and
modern cocktails from some of today's leading bartenders, including rum shrubs, DIY summer
cups, sugar-frosted "ice" cordials, 19th- and 21st-century cinnamon whiskeys, homemade
creme de menthe, absinthe-spiked cocktail onions, caramel lemonade, and more. 

"Open Lost Recipes of Prohibition to any page and you’ll be drawn into the mysterious world of a
long-vanished physician-turned-whiskey peddler and his illicit and even dangerous recipes.
Matthew Rowley takes us through the handwritten notebook, exploring its historical context,
elucidating its odd ingredients (talcum powder?), and even sampling the recipes. This is a must-
have for anyone who enjoys a good cocktail―or the discovery of buried treasure."― Amy
Stewart, author of The Drunken Botanist"If ever there was a case to be made for kismet, it is in
your hands. Somehow this mystery-tinged, camouflaged doctor’s notebook found its way to
Matthew Rowley. The utility of what’s here is no trifle, but only Matt could have entertainingly
illuminated not just the artifact, but all its implications . . . Buy this, you will not be bored."― Max
Watman, author of Chasing the White Dog"Nobody is more familiar with the dark caverns of
drinks history than Matthew Rowley, and Lost Recipes of Prohibition is an eye-opening
exploration of the era, turning up many rich rewards. "― Paul Clarke, author of The Cocktail
Chronicles"Matthew Rowley found his way into Prohibition’s crypt, returned with a notebook
scrawled with crabbed hieroglyphics, and took the time to translate it for those curious about
how one drank when one couldn’t drink. Fascinating and revealing! "― Wayne Curtis, author of
And a Bottle of Rum"In Lost Recipes of Prohibition, Matthew Rowley unearths recipes of a
bootlegging physician living in Harlem. Rowley then translates the good doctor’s formulary into
recipes that modern bartenders and cocktail enthusiasts can use."― Michael Dietsch, author of
Shrubs"Few people on earth have the authority to unveil such a treasure trove as Matthew
Rowley does. Immerse yourself in the epic journey of cocktail archaeology contained within
these pages. "― Jeffrey Morgenthaler, author of The Bar Book"Rowley takes the gift of a



mysterious notebook and runs with it, taking us along for an entertaining and fascinating
ramble."― Dave Stolte, author of Home Bar Basics (and Not-So-Basics) --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMatthew Rowley is a former
museum curator who specializes in folk distilling and the manufacture and distribution of illicit
spirits. His work has appeared in Whisky Advocate, Distiller, and other publications. The author
of Moonshine!, he lives in California. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.
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Preface“Here,” Fritz said. He slid a little blue book toward me across a long folding table. “This is
more your area than mine.”Before he retired and decamped for a beach life in Thailand,
Frederick C. “Fritz” Blank was owner and chef of the Philadelphia restaurant Deux Cheminées.
Now closed, “the Doo,” as he sometimes called it, sat on the corner of Locust and Camac in two
Frank Furness–designed homes. For decades, it was one of the city’s benchmarks of genteel
dining. Some patrons addressed him as Chef Blanc. Seemed about right, Frenchifying his name
like that. After all, the names of dishes on the menu were heavily Gallic—palourdes rôties aux
arômates, quenelles de brochet à la Lyonnaise, ballotine de canard, sorbet au pamplemousse,
pâté aux coings, and more.But all that was in the dining room. Downstairs at the restaurant, past
a long hall hung with copper pots and pans, it was another matter. In the basement kitchen, the
French veneer peeled away and he was Chef Blank, not Blanc. His family was not Parisian or
Lyonnais; they hailed from Pennsauken, New Jersey—“East Philadelphia,” he liked to joke—and,
before that, from Württemberg in southern Germany. Staff meals downstairs were far more likely
to be something from Germany, Austria, Hungary, or other parts of Mitteleuropa than from the
French menu upstairs. There might be his grandmother’s Kartoffelsalat (a bacon-laced potato
salad), for instance, slices of the simmered bread dumpling known as Serviettenknödel, or a
Czech sauerkraut soup garnished with smoked sausage and sour cream.Our mutual obsession
with books about food and drinks brought us together, although until I met Fritz around 1997 I
had been self-conscious about the sheer number of books at home. As a museum curator—I’d
earned degrees in anthropology as well as museum administration—I was acquisitive by
inclination and training. What started as a handful of cookbooks to get me through cooking
rudimentary meals in my first apartment during undergraduate years had metastasized into a
library that spread over three floors of my home. Not just cookbooks, but all sorts of related
volumes: barware catalogs, corporate histories of drinks firms, pamphlets, culinary postcards,
technical manuals for making ice cream and bacon, culinary histories, and more. By the time I
moved to south Philadelphia, the collection was some two thousand volumes—and
growing.Blank, though, owned five times that number. In comparison, his collection made mine
seem, well, pedestrian. Completely reasonable, in fact. We both claimed that these were
working libraries we used every day. He had an entire wall of boxes filled with menus from
restaurants around the world, and stacks upon stacks of magazines about food and beverages
stretching back to the 19th century. He was a madman. Me? I was merely touched. We became



good friends and, over the course of the next several years, I spent thousands of hours in his
library.Although I’d handled literally tens of thousands of cookbooks, bartenders’ guides,
manuals on livestock, butchery, and related material over my career as a collector, the format,
color, and size of this little blue book was unfamiliar. Something unusual, then, something rare. I
glanced at Fritz sitting nearby, but he looked away, pulling a folder from one of his research piles.
I turned the book over in my hands. Gold letters glittered as light hit its spine. I frowned at the
name they spelled and turned back to face him. “Who is Viereck?”“I have no idea.” He had
already pulled his glasses down from their perch on his boxy little chef’s hat and was making a
show of busying himself with the folder’s contents. “Look inside.”The name bothered me. George
Sylvester Viereck. An author, obviously, but … something else. A friend of H. P. Lovecraft,
maybe? One of his lesser-known colleagues? I did have a sizable collection of Lovecraft
material at home. There was something to that, but when I cracked opened the book and began
running my eyes and fingertips over the pages, any thoughts of weird fiction writers drained
away. The wear on its cover, the brittle and slightly tanned paper, those vanilla smells of slow
decomposition, and the archaic handwriting all suggested the thing was older than either of us
at the table. The book’s age, however, might have been one of the few true things about it. The
entire thing, from cover to cover, was a deception.Despite the spine’s promise of Viereck’s
writing, there were no printed pages at all. Instead: hundreds of handwritten notes about, and
formulas for, booze. Recipes for gin and other juniper spirits cropped up again and again; so did
a dozen or so for absinthe. Cordials. Whiskeys, both real and artificial. Brandies. Not brandies for
connoisseurs, but there they were along with notes on how alcohol reacts under certain
conditions and how Cognac might be colored with oak extract and adjusted with syrups to get
ready for market. Loose slips of paper tucked in its pages tied it to Prohibition-era New York;
here was a prescription form from a Manhattan hospital, there a business card from Harlem.
Flipping between the pages, I realized most of the recipes were in English, but dozens were in
German, a language I hadn’t spoken since I was an adolescent. There was Kümmel, Doppel
Kümmel, and Eiskümmel. Latin, too, crept in as later entries veered into pharmaceutical
preparations. Lotion for head lice. Salves for chilblains and cures for freckles. I looked up at Fritz.
“Freckles need cures?”He smiled and waved away my question with an avuncular shoo. “It’s
yours. Have it.”And so that little blue book came to me, its temporary custodian. One day it will
end up with someone else, maybe in a library or museum. But first, I’m sharing it with you. I hope
you enjoy it as much as I have.

IntroductionSince I was a toddler, I have plished and plashed in pools and puddles of illicit liquor.
Oh, it’s not my family’s fault particularly. All things considered, I imagine my mother would prefer
not to have introduced me to distilling before kindergarten. We’re not a moonshining or
bootlegging family, mind you, but it was she who brought me to my first moonshine still in 1971
when she toted me along on a hunt for antiques in the wooded and remote New Jersey Pine
Barrens. These trips—to estate sales, yard sales, antique shops, wherever old and neglected



treasures might have lurked—were the bane of my childhood existence and left me numb with
boredom. On this one, she was admiring the enormous copper “water heater” sequestered in the
basement of an abandoned and dilapidated old house when a stranger with a shotgun appeared
at the top of the steps. The rough-looking fellow didn’t point the gun at us, but did suggest that
we move along. Mom’s bold, not foolhardy; we moseyed. That night, she described the big
copper rig to my father. “It’s a wonder,” he said, shaking his head, “you two are still alive.” Of
course, that was no water heater, but quite literally an underground distillery.Once old enough to
read, I plunked down in front of my parents’ fireplace with the Foxfire books about Appalachian
folkways, poring over descriptions of backwoods stills and wildcat whiskey. While my peers
wanted to grow up to play football or fight fires, I yearned to explore hidden hollers and secret
caves where scofflaw distillers tried to evade meddlesome revenuers. My version of cops and
robbers, I suppose.Eventually I did get to explore those secret and hidden places: the woods,
warehouses, basements, and garages where unlicensed distillers made their homemade hooch.
In fact, I have spent more than half my life researching clandestine booze and those who make it.
There have been death threats and more shotguns, sure, but those are rare. Overwhelmingly,
the men and women who have shared with me their liquor, their time, and their trust since my
college days have treated me as a peer and, here and there, a friend. A few years back, I turned
some of their stories and recipes into a book called Moonshine! People seem to like it.That
moonshine reputation is how this secret formulary ended up in my hands. When Chef Blank
gave me the notebook, he knew that a book about suspect alcohol would give me more joy than
it would him. He was right. I suspect that the old chef, who died in 2014, also knew that the old
museum curator wouldn’t keep it to himself, but share it. Once again, he was right.What Is This?
Physically, the book Blank had given me is a duodecimo (5” x 7.75”) with a dark blue hard cover.
It is old but not ancient. In faded gold typeface, the spine reads The Works of George Sylvester
Viereck: under that The Candle and the Flame. Inside, though, it’s something else. Once I began
thumbing through it, I realized that the notebook was a compounder’s formulary, a collection of
recipes for making alcoholic beverages, disguised as a rather dreary book of poetry from 1912.
Although it’s rare to find handwritten formularies, they do surface now and then. The more I
pored over it, though, the more I wondered who would have made this one—and why.Before
someone filled them with handwriting, the book’s pages had been blank. It was possibly a
salesman’s dummy or a printer’s mock-up. Some pages have been cut out and a few remain
blank, but the others are jammed with recipes (in English, German, and occasional Latin) for
spirits, cordials, oils, bitters, tinctures, and notes on alcohol production and analysis. Several
pages detail treatments for freckles, coughs, and chilblains; abortifacients; fly paper; “lotion for
children’s heads”; label glue; tattoo removal; “non poisonous straw hat cleaner”; the sort of
preparations one would expect from a Prohibition-era pharmacy. In fact, several bits of
ephemera tucked in the pages date the book to 1920s and early ’30s New York.Was it
someone’s attempt to cram for Prohibition? A bootlegger’s recipe book? A pharmacist’s
collection of profitable recipes? After all, the formulas are disorganized, but they aren’t random;



of the tens of thousands of such booze recipes floating around a century ago, the compiler
selected many with supposed health-giving properties. And what was the connection to
Viereck? After my years of moonshine fieldwork, many methods and ingredients were familiar.
As I flipped through, some recipes were as well. Stomach bitters “equal to Hostetter’s for one
quarter cost,” for instance, used specific phrasing I’d seen elsewhere. Despite penciled
adjustments here and there, further research revealed that almost none of these alcohol
formulas were original, but were instead culled from English and German language druggists’
handbooks, journal articles, farming books, distillers’ treatises, and cordial-makers’ manuals
dating back to the middle of the 19th century—earlier than Prohibition, earlier even than Bram
Stoker’s Dracula.How It’s OrganizedThe original notebook is neatly penned but disorganized,
the formulas, notes, and recipes haphazard. Some recipes show up repeatedly. Others are
broken into parts scattered over multiple pages. Here and there, clusters of similar wording and
format suggest a common source. It includes several iterations of beading oil, also known as
The Doctor, an ancient cheat of unscrupulous 18th-century rum merchants and 1920s
moonshiners alike. Rather than present annotations of every single page—believe me, as an
historian, the temptation is strong—I’ve rearranged the entries and grouped them in broad
categories. Whether they are real or faked, most of the whiskeys, for instance, are lumped
together here rather than scattered higgledy-piggledy as in the original. Same with the wines,
cordials, rums, and so forth. Repeats are mostly omitted. Mostly.Each section about spirits or
cordials in this book has descriptions of relevant ingredients or techniques. It also includes
recipes. Some are transcribed directly from the notebook, some scaled down or adapted for
modern ingredients. Others still are riffs on the handwritten recipes or use their ingredients in
contemporary mixed drinks and cordials.But before we dive into recipes, we’ll take a look at
Prohibition in America, see where formularies such as this fit into the world of drinks, and review
some of the gear and techniques for making at least some of the recipes from that old
handwritten notebook.Doctor Lyon Has a SecretDespite worn corners and minor tears, the old
blue notebook has stood up well since Prohibition. Over time, acids have turned its pages tan
and brittle. A tear mars the spine, but there are no spills or stains inside, no smudging, and the
ink remains dark. Loose sheets from prescription pads, newspaper clippings, pages from other
books, an urgent note signed “Lucy,” and various notes give the book a New York City
provenance. The Lucy note and a prescription slip from J. F. Lyon helped zero in on the
compiler’s identity, but a New York Public Library call slip with distinctive handwriting yielded a
name: Victor A. Lyon.Victor Alfred Lyon was born in Germany in 1876 to Louise and Jonathan
Fish Lyon. His mother was German, but J. F. hailed from an old New England family and earned
his medical degree from the University of Heidelberg. In time, Victor and his younger brother
became physicians as well. ZaZa (as young Berlin-born Walter was called by his classmates)
earned his MD from Yale while Victor got his from Bellevue Hospital Medical School (later
absorbed into NYU’s School of Medicine) in 1898. Although ZaZa left medicine, by 1908 the
elder Lyon brother was practicing as a surgeon at St. Elizabeth’s and Philanthropin Hospitals in



New York City.At the onset of national Prohibition, Victor and his sister Lucy lived with their
parents in Harlem at 231 East 116th Street, an area once heavily populated by German
immigrants. Their father kept office hours in the building and saw patients at nearby hospitals.
Victor did as well, but Victor had a secret tucked away in a nondescript little book of poetry.Now,
Victor Lyon was a master at the low profile. No photo of him—not even from a passport
application—has surfaced. After his mother died in 1921 and his father four years later, federal
and state census workers noted him living at the Harlem address for decades with his unmarried
sister (a “spinster,” the records call her). He pops up in some medical directories, alumni lists,
and served on an exemption board for conscripts in the First World War. In that war, he had
registered as a physician working for General Electric. Other than that, the man’s a ghost. His
registration form for the war notes that he is tall with grey eyes and grey hair. He claims, writing in
that familiar script we see in the notebook, to be native-born American, but that is a lie; rampant
anti-German hysteria in the United States led many so-called hyphenated Americans to hide or
outright reject their Germanic heritage (see “Hoch der Kaiser! A German America,” page XX).By
the Eisenhower years, Lyon had stopped practicing but lived at the same old address. In 1961,
he’s listed (albeit with “address unknown”) in the American Medical Directory. Two years later,
the directory drops him entirely. He is presumably dead, though missing from death records of
the time. He would have been 87 years old by then, unmarried, childless, a man who left nothing
for posterity.Well. Maybe one thing. There was, after all, that little blue book bearing the name
George Sylvester Viereck.George Sylvester Viereck A Venom-Bloated Toad of TreasonBefore
his name was stricken from the rolls of esteemed authors, before the New York Tribune
suggested that he be kicked up the stairs and down again,1 and before Colonel Henry
Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal summed a popular sentiment of the day by calling
the man a “venom-bloated toad of treason,”2 Munich-born New Yorker George Sylvester Viereck
(1884–1962) was a darling of the American literary scene. He had been, it was said, America’s
Oscar Wilde, a wunderkind fluent in English and German who, as a youngster, wrote for Die
New Yorker Staats-Zeitung, Baltimore’s Der deutsche Correspondent, and his father’s American
paper Der deutsche Vorkämpfer (The German Pioneer) which later became the bilingual
Rundschau Zweier Welten (Review of Two Worlds). He was an American correspondent for the
popular Berliner Tageblatt and served on the editorial boards of Current Literature and the
International. Viereck’s books received acclaim in both Germany and the United States, where
the young man was compared to poets such as Shelley, Keats, Swinburne, Baudelaire, and
Heine. He was precocious, prolific, and had no small opinion of himself. Viereck’s burgeoning
arrogance is hinted at in a 1907 New York Times interview in which the 23-year-old poet
declaimed, “I sometimes feel … as if I were a sort of Colossus of Rhodes, with one foot in
Europe and with one foot here.”3His literary stature, however, was not the article’s main thrust.
Rather, Viereck used the interview to confirm a decades-old rumor that tied him to the imperial
throne of Germany by what a later author delicately termed “a pedigree of human frailty.”4 It was
widely assumed, in fact, that Viereck’s father was the illegitimate son of the bewhiskered old



emperor himself, Wilhelm I. Which is to say that this would-be Colossus was a direct descendant
of Frederick the Great and first cousin to Wilhelm II, the bellicose kaiser who was soon to wage
war against Britain and her allies in the Great War. Although he made certain to confirm his
Hohenzollern family connections in the New York Times article, they were entirely beside the
point. Young Viereck was a poet! A genius! “I, George Sylvester Viereck,” he insisted, “would
rather have written ‘Nineveh, and Other Poems’ than be the German Emperor.” It probably didn’t
strike readers as true then, either.The family connections aren’t mere court gossip. Viereck’s
ultimate disgrace was grounded in the kinship he felt with his cousin the kaiser and with his deep
identification with the Fatherland. Within a dozen years of that interview, the ground had shifted.
War had come and gone. Sylvester, as he was known to friends and family, was on the outs. His
strident and bombastic pro-German writings leading up to, and during, World War I were almost
entirely to blame. That he was alleged to be involved in more sinister plots of espionage and
sabotage against the United States did the rest.By 1919, he was drummed out of the Poetry
Society of America, a group he had help found, and expelled from the Author’s League of
America.5 Even the New York Athletic Club gave him the boot.6 By the time Victor Lyon got his
hands on the blank book that would become his formulary, the name George Sylvester Viereck
was anathema. Few, even in German American families, would have thought to pluck The
Candle and the Flame from the shelf, much less poke through it.It was one of the best hiding
places Lyon could have devised.Hoch der Kaiser! A German AmericaA decade before
Prohibition, some 2.3 million German-born immigrants lived in the United States,7 including
most of the Lyon family. Yet by the time the Volstead Act (the National Prohibition Act) took hold,
many strove to downplay, hide, or outright repudiate their “hyphenated” status as German
Americans.Those who did so didn’t just stop speaking German in brewers’ meetings or in
churches; they shed their German identity, even down to their names. Herr Müller became Mr.
Miller; Frau Schmidt transformed into Mrs. Smith. Spurred on by the sinking of the British ship
Lusitania and America’s subsequent entry into World War I, anti-German hysteria rose to fevered
pitch. The people of Cincinnati changed the names of German, Berlin, and Hanover Streets to
English, Woodward, and Yukon Streets.8 Chicago’s German Hospital morphed into Grant
Hospital as “alien” Germans were fired from their jobs across the nation. In St. Louis, Kaiser
Street became Gresham Avenue and the Berlin Hotel polished its image with a new name: the
Bonair.9 Sauerkraut was out; “victory cabbage” was in.The University of Michigan all but shut
down its German program when it dismissed six of its professors for their perceived lack of
support for the Allies.10 In 1917, the Nebraska State Council of Defense—a virulent investigator
of patriotism, loyalty, and “anti-American” activity—voted unanimously to have all German books
removed from the public libraries. For the council, it seemed, merely reading German was
sufficient grounds to question someone’s loyalty.Germany’s sinking of the Lusitania shocked
Americans, helping to galvanize them against “the Hun” both abroad and at home. That
Fatherland editor George Sylvester Viereck warned Americans to stay off British ships
beforehand only confirmed his perfidy in the eyes of Americans.In the twisted logic of the time,



speaking German was prima facie evidence of sedition. Prohibitionists leveraged that general
animosity to target German American brewers and beer not merely as unpatriotic but downright
anti-American. Cartoons of stout American flag–waving Germans drinking from steins and
exclaiming “Hoch der Kaiser!” (“Up with the kaiser!”) were among the propaganda images meant
to highlight the divided loyalties of beer-swilling “hyphenated Americans.” During World War I,
who stood with Kaiser Bill and the Hun to menace America? Why, John Barleycorn, of course,
who diverted grains from the war effort and weakened America’s troops fighting in Europe.
Prohibitionists had already gotten absinthe banned before the war; peeling off beer by
manipulating Americans’ anti-German sentiment was just the next step in their campaign to
eradicate alcohol entirely.
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Yung Kim, “Interesting and great read. Rowley's presentation of the original manuscript
coupled .... Interesting and great read. Rowley's presentation of the original manuscript coupled
with his background narrative provides a glimpse into life during these times. This is the perfect
gift for history buffs who will get a unique perspective into the prohibition era.”

mike, “A nice book for the prohibition era enthusiast.. A nice addition for anyone interested in the
prohibition era.”

Chris Lazzarino, “Fantastic. Absolutely fantastic. Fantastic. Absolutely fantastic. Matthew
Rowley's deep curiosity, brilliant mind and depth of knowledge in the history of alcohol in
American combine at full power in this book. Also highly recommended: His earlier
"Moonshine!".”

Zolon Farsane, “This book not only has pictures of the pages from .... This book not only has
pictures of the pages from the found book, but explains a bit of the history on the "why" for the
recipes.”

Bill, “... gave to my son as a gift and he loved it in fact i'm get to be his taste .... I gave to my son
as a gift and he loved it in fact i'm get to be his taste tester can't wait yum”

Bill McKern, “Five Stars. On time as advertised no issues”

Chris Record, “Nice book.. Gave as a gift.  Nice book.”

Brian Hugebeck, “Five Stars. Cool book with old school receipes”

Mugginsquilts, “Excellent Reference for the history of distilling. Excellent book on referencing
general knowledge on the history of distilling; includes many unique recipes that could be
adapted to current safer methods. There were no safety consideration, although the book has a
section on current safety practices.”

Y72400, “Ok. Interesting recipes.”

The book by Adams Media has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 63 people have provided feedback.
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